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Crown Placemat 

 

Wanted to make my girls a placemat that was more girly. I couldn’t find anything so I made this pattern. You can 
decorate it anyway you like, but I didn’t because mine will get washed a lot. LOL! 
**If you find any mistakes, please let me know** 
 
Size:  15-1/2” x 19-1/2” 

Note: You can always add stitches to make it bigger or less stitches for smaller sizes 

 

Materials:  
I used 2 strands Red Heart Super Saver “Orchid” I didn’t even use 1 ball of it 

I used 2 strand of white for the border 

 Size I Hook 

 Tapestry Needle 
 
Abbreviations: 
Magic Ring 
ST= Stitch 

SC= Single Crochet 

DC = Double Crochet 

DC2TOG = Double crochet 2 together 

 

Crown Placemat: 

Start with Chaining 46 

Row 1: DC in 3rd chain from Hook, Ch 2, turn (44) 

Row 2-7: DC in each stitch across, ch 2, turn (44) 

Row 8: 2DC in 1st st, DC in the next 44 sts, 2DC in last sts, ch 2, turn (46) 

Row 9: DC in each st across, ch 2, turn (46) 

Row 10: 2DC in 1st st, DC in the next 46 sts, 2DC in last sts, ch 2, turn (48) 

Row 11: DC in each st across, ch 2, turn (48) 

Row 12: 2DC in 1st st, DC in the next 48 sts, 2DC in last sts, ch 2, turn (50) 

Row 13: 2DC in 1st st, DC in the next 50 sts, 2DC in last sts, ch 2, turn (52) 

Row 14: 2DC in 1st st, DC in the next 52 sts, 2DC in last sts, ch 2, turn (54) 

You are now going to make the first crown point 
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Row 15: 2DC in 1st st, DC in the nexy 8 sts, ch 2, turn (10) 

Row 16: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (8) 

Row 17: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (6) 

Row 18: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (4) 

Row 19: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (2) 

Row 20: Dc2tog the last 2 sts – Tie off & Weave in ends 

 

Now you are going to make another small point 

You are now going to attach your yarn at the base of the first crown point you made 

 
 

Start in same stitch you attached your yarn in 

Row 1: Dc in the next 10 sts, ch 2, turn (10) 

Row 2: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (8) 

Row 3: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (6) 

Row 4: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (4) 

Row 5: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (2) 

Row 6: Dc2tog the last 2 sts – Tie off & Weave in ends 

 

Now you are going to make the large middle point 

You are now going to attach your yarn at the base of the second crown point you made, just like the last time 

Start in same stitch you attached your yarn in 

Row 1: Dc in the next 20 sts, ch 2, turn (20) 

Row 2: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (18) 

Row 3: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (16) 

Row 4: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (14) 

Row 5: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (12) 

Row 6: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (10) 

Row 7: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (8) 

Row 8: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (6) 

Row 9: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (4) 

Row 10: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (2) 

Row 11: Dc2tog the last 2 sts – Tie off & Weave in ends 

 

Now you are going to make another small point 

Attach your yarn at the base of the large crown point you made 

Start in same stitch you attached your yarn in 

Row 1: Dc in the next 10 sts, ch 2, turn (10) 

Row 2: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (8) 

Row 3: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (6) 

Row 4: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (4) 

Row 5: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (2) 

Row 6: Dc2tog the last 2 sts – Tie off & Weave in ends 

 

Now you are going to make the last small point 

Attach your yarn at the base of the small crown point you made 

Start in same stitch you attached your yarn in 

Row 1: Dc in the next 8 sts, 2DC in the last st, ch 2, turn (10) 

Row 2: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (8) 

Row 3: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (6) 

Row 4: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (4) 

Row 5: DC2tog, DC until 2 sts are left, DC2tog, ch 2, yurn (2) 

Row 6: Dc2tog the last 2 sts – Tie off & Weave in ends 
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Making the border: 

Using 2 strands of white, SC around entire place mat. I make 3 SC in the corners and in the points of the crown 

Tie off & weave in ends 

 

All Done! 

I hope you enjoy it. If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to ask. 

KittysKreationsBoutique@Gmail.com 

Instagram: KittysKreationsBoutique (Follow me for latest items up for sale & discount codes for my Etsy shop) 

Etsy: KittysKreationsB 

Facebook: Kitty's Kreations Boutique (Like my page for all the latest items up for sale and videos being posted) 

Youtube: Kitty’s kreations Boutique (Subscribe for fun videos from cooking to crochet) 

 

 

Thank you again 

Kat 
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